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Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 28 October at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner: ”Flowers in the sky” by Caroline Overbeeck.
What’s Up? by Danie Barnardo.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Nova delight: how to enjoy a stellar eruption”
by Prof Barbara Cunow .
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Michelle Ferreira.

Friday 23 October from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Observing evening report for September 18th 2015
- by Michael Poll, Johan Smit and Nigel Rotherham
We had a number of first time guests, a group of children from the Voortrekkers with
their parents and a number of members –perhaps 20 or 30 attendees, with at least half a
dozen telescopes. Nevertheless, the start of the rugby World Cup probably compromised
the attendance. The sky was quite clear and (hurrah!) the tower lights on the N1 /N4 interchange were off, but Nigel noted that at high magnification ( x 140 x 180) there was plenty
of atmospheric disturbance.
We looked at the 5 ½ day old Moon first. The most striking thing was the view of the
crater Theophilus, the bowl of the crater was full of shadow, but the tip of the central peak
was just catching the rays of the rising sun. Later on (about 2 hours later), John Maynier
noticed that the sunlight was catching the top of a second peak, so there were two specks
of light against the dark background. The two other craters with which Theophilus forms a
trio – Cyrillus and Catharina – were still in darkness and not seen. John and Michael identified some other craters as well, including Fracastorius (a bay off the Mare Nectaris), Atlas
and Hercules near the northern limb, and Posidonius, the latter is on the edge of the Mare
Serenetatis.
[* Theophilus is named after St Theophilus, who was Bishop of Alexandria from 385
AD until his death in 412 AD. The crater is 100 km in diameter, 4400 metres deep, and the
walls of the rim rise 1200 metres above the surrounding plain. The central peaks, (there are
three major ones) rise to a height of 1400m].
Saturn was still high in the sky and this was viewed by most people and shown to
visitors. Nigel viewed Saturn with his 4 inch, and compared the views to Johan’s 10” and
Percy’s 3 ½ inch telescopes and felt that a ‘small’ aperture’ is not an issue on bright targets.
Percy and Nigel noted the shadow of the rings on the planet, and some moons of Saturn.
The views in the 4 inch and the 3 ½ inch compared very well.
Johan writes that his large red telescope, Longdrop, was used on its newly developed tracking table. The usual favourites were viewed, Inlcuding the Jewel Box, the Moon,
Saturn, the colourful double star Albireo and we even managed to see M57, the Ring Nebula in Lyra. With the luxury of sidereal tracking the whole evening was more enjoyable than
usual.
Michael got involved in discussion about lunar craters – someone had noticed that
they are all round in shape, and that one would expect some elongated ones where the impacting object did not fall vertically, but he mentioned that, surprisingly, experiments on
Earth had shown that a round crater was produced whatever the angle of impact, unless
the angle of impact was very shallow – say less than 5º. There was also a long discussion
about the visibility of the planets. Considering that the planets move around the sun at different rates, and the Earth itself is also moving relative to the sun and planets, it means that
the planets can appear in the morning or evening skies at varying times of the year.
Nigel Rotherham writes that after the experience of the dark skies of the Karoo he
had decided that for suburban observing, double stars would be a way to go. On this evening he brought what he describes as his first real attempt at preparing a '
doubles observing list'and outcome was rewarding. Using a 4 inch '
GoTo'instrument he was able to actually see a lot of interesting targets rather than spending 3 hours trying to '
star hop'in suburban light polluted skies ( “Oh what a difference to the skies in the Karoo where 'naked eye
or binoculars' is more than sufficient!!!!”)
Nigel’s list comprised of 25 double stars, of which he observed 22. An edited list of some of
the stars observed is appended below. The full list can be seen at :
www.dropbox.com/s/an7r1e1gqp9j7s6/CBC%20Obs%2018%20Sept%202015.pdf?dl=0
(continued)
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Mu Crucis
SAO 240366
Kappa Lupi
SAO 225525
Delta Serpentis
SAO 101623
Beta Scorpii
SAO 159682
Delta Apodis
SAO 257380
Rho Ophiuchi
SAO 184382
Alpha Herculis
SAO 102680
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Mag= 4.

R.A. = 12h 55.54m

Dec = - 57° 15.8' Bluish / Yellow

Mag= 3.

R.A. = 15h 13.06m

Mag= 3.

R.A. = 15h 35.57m

Mag= 2.

R.A. = 16h 06.37m

Dec = - 48 47.8' Blue~white /
Light yellow
White /
Blue~White.
Dec = 10 29.1'
Very close!
Dec = -19 50.9' White / Blue

Mag= 4.

R.A. = 16h 22.77m

Mag= 5.

R.A. = 16h 26.55m

Mag= 3.

R.A. = 17h 15.37m

Dec = - 78 44.0' Wide pair!
Yellow / Yellow
Dec = - 23 29.0' White~Yellow
Pretty triangle
Dec = 14 22.4' Yellow / Blue
Very close!!

Nigel also noted that a further unexpected benefit to the evening’s observing session was
that he saw LOTS of other interesting objects in the vicinity of his list items that would be
worth taking a further look at. He says “making a 'formal' observing list" is well worth the
time and something that will undoubtedly be a part of my observing activities in the future! Never thought 'list making' would add so much value”.

Photographs of sunspots taken by Johan Moolman.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 23 September 2015 - by Johan Smit
After the usual introductions, notices and welcomes to visitors, we jumped straight into
a very busy and interesting meeting.
Beginner’s corner was presented by Jerome Jooste, current chairman of the Johannesburg
centre of ASSA.
We always hear of amateur astronomers discovering “things” and I have wondered
many times: “How can it be done? I have limited resources and definitely not the equipment
to do quality science”. Jerome changed all that and introduced the International Astronomical Search Collaboration (IASC).
It is an educational outreach program for high schools and colleges. It provides high quality
astronomical data to students around the world. Students are able to make original astronomical discoveries and participate in hands-on astronomy. This service is provided at no
cost to the participating schools!
The good news is that normal people like us can get involved too and maybe one day
discover and asteroid or three. It works on a series of campaigns using data provided by
professional observatories to search for near earth objects.
If there are any members wanting to get involved, or teachers wanting to involve their
school, please contact Johan Smit. It would really be a proud day if a team from ASSA Pretoria could discover an asteroid. Jerome Jooste can be contacted at:
astronomersinc@hotmail.co.za
Then Percy Jacobs did his usual busy and informative what’s up presentation. He
concentrated on the various groupings of planets during October. Feedback via a very good
time-lapse movie was given of the recent partial solar eclipse. We were reminded of an upcoming total lunar eclipse on 29 September. After the event very good results were sent
around between members. I am sure that Percy’s enthusiastic advertising has had a positive
effect on the participation.
Constellations to be studied were shown and an update on the ASSA Pretoria asterism challenge was shown. So far we have 3 asterisms unique to ASSA Pretoria. I urge
members to submit their own favourite stellar sights with their own name for it to grow “our”
set of asterisms.
The evening was concluded with a very informative demonstration by Schalk Heunis
and Tobie Kurien from House 4 Hack.
House 4 Hack is an initiative to bring together technology specialists and entrepreneurs in
an informal setting. The setting is a 400 m² house in Lyttleton Manor in Centurion, equipped
with various prototyping tools. They plan to provide access to business mentorship, startup
finance and training on a variety of topics.
They are trying to combine concepts from hacker spaces and innovation incubators in
a way that hobbyists, folks stuck in corporations (read slavery) or want to take a break from
their regular jobs can experiment with start-ups in a safe friendly environment.
In plain English: They like to make things and like to help others to do the same. See http://
www.house4hack.co.za/about for more detail.
Tobie demonstrated a telescope drive concept that was made by them. Computer
control was done by the Raspberry Pi single board computer complemented by various open
source add-on modules, like motor drives and cameras. Open source software complemented with local modifications was used to control the system.
A classic telescope maker like me always likes to criticize other maker’s designs. This
one has its limitations, but that is far exceeded by the possibilities that it has. With some
cross-pollination of ideas something very good can come out. The spirit of house 4 hack is
so similar to the spirit at the telescope making class that I can see some very interesting
combined projects developing in the future. (continued)
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I myself envy the “young generation” for all the nice toys they have at their disposal.
How I wish I had that when I was young. But, it is never too late, and I thank Tobie and
Schalk for introducing me to their world. I am sure that we will learn much from each other in
the future.
After the meeting we had an even busier refreshment break where the devices on display were discussed and plans made for future co-operation. I look forward to visit the guys
at house 4 hack on their turf. So much to learn, so much to do, so little time. Stop making
excuses, just do it…. See you at our next meeting.

Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 28 October 2015
- by Danie Barnardo
November 2015:
Phases of the Moon
Dark Sky from 3 to 16 November 2015
Last Quarter – 3 Nov
New Moon – 11 Nov
First Quarter – 19 Nov
Full Moon
– 26 Nov
Planets
Mercury (Sagittarius) – not visible – too close to the Sun
Venus (Leo & Virgo) – early in the morning sky before sunrise in the east
Mars (Leo & Virgo) – early in the morning sky before sunrise in the east
Jupiter (Leo) – early in the morning sky before sunrise in the east – rising earlier in the
second half of Nov
Saturn (Scorpius)– visible low in the west after sunset up to about 14 Nov
Uranus (Pisces) & Neptune (Aquarius) – visible most of the night
Events
Groupings
1 to 6 Nov – Moon, Mars, Venus & Jupiter in the west just before sunrise –
good groupings
Venus and Mars very close on 3 Nov
Venus near to Spica on 30 Nov
Saturn in the claws of Scorpius on 12 & 13 Nov just after sunset very low in
the
west with the crescent Moon nearby
Saturn stays in Scorpius the first half of the month – setting earlier and earlier
Meteor Showers
Southern Taurids – peaks on 6 & 7 Nov; one of the most prolific showers
Leonids – peaks on 18 Nov - 50/hr – radiates from the sicle of Leo; prolific
shower
Alpha Monocerotids – not very prolific – 4 per hour
Dark sky – Andromeda galaxy low in the north and Sculptor galaxy overhead
Constellations visible
Sculptor, Pices, Aquarius, Pegasus, Eridanus, Tucana, Dorado, Phoenix
Selected ASSA Top 100 objects
Tarantula Nebula, Messier 41, Messier 47, Messier 46, Messier 48, Messier 93, Eightburst Nebula, Ghost of Jupiter, Eta Carinae Nebula
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Imaginary depiction of exoplanet HD222582 b from its moon
The planet orbiting this star of spectral type G3 has one of the most eccentric planet orbits known
to date. The 572-day orbit takes it from 0.39 AU to 2.31 AU from its star. It is located in the constellation Aquarius, and is 137 light-years . The water on this world'
s (imaginary) moon goes
through seasonal periods of melting and refreezing and its nitrogen atmosphere scatters the blue
part of the light from its star to give it a blue sky.

Imaginary depiction of exoplanet 47 Ursae Majoris b and its moon
47 Ursae Majoris b may resemble Jupiter in appearance and may have moons with frozen water.
In this painting, there is one moon with icy polar caps. Lightning can be seen on the dark side of
the planet. The sun-like star appears in the distance.
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Above: The eclipse of the super moon on 28 September 2015. A super
moon is the coincidence of a full moon (or a new moon) with the apogee of the
moon in its elliptical orbit around Earth, resulting in the largest apparent size of
the lunar disk as seen from Earth. Photograph taken by Johan Smit, our chairman. He also took part in a programme on Radio Islam about this eclipse.
Nigel Rotherham obtained a recording of the transmission. Below is a drop
box link to the mp3 file (size approx. 1.3 Mb) for anyone who would like to listen to the recording.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rj2cxlxzc8b59xt/Interview_with_Mr_Smith-mon28.09.2015.mp3?dl=0
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More images of the eclipse
of the super moon on 28
September 2015, this time
taken by Percy Jacobs.
Feature of the month: “Breakthrough Listen” - Giant leap for SETI
- by Pierre Lourens
A $100 million donation will radically speed up the search for artificial signals from the nearest million stars - and from trillions of much farther stars in the 100 nearest galaxies. Radically
ambitious Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) projects will be carried out for the next 10
years, under the name Breakthrough Listen. See a 1½ hour long video about SETI at:
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/breakthrough-listen-a-giant-leap-for-seti/
Below left: A small part of the Allen Telescope Array. It is used both for SETI and for research in
radio astronomy.
Below right: This illustrates optical SETI. Some new SETI searches are now looking for alien
messages at optical frequencies rather than radio wavelengths.
These messages could be in the form of pulsed laser beams.
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Solar system
♦

How was Earth’s moon born? The theory of the moon’s formation.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/04/150408-moon-form-giant-impact-earth/?
utm_source=NatGeocom&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=birthdays_20150901&utm_ca
mpaign=Content&utm_rd=1654931348

♦

A guide to comet Catalina. http://cs.astronomy.com/asy/b/astronomy/archive/2015/09/22/
a-guide-to-comet-catalina.aspx

♦

How comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko got its shape. Two theories were proposed,
but only one of them fits the facts. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/
Rosetta/How_Rosetta_s_comet_got_its_shape

♦

Pluto’s big moon Charon. NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft has returned the best colour
and highest resolution images yet of Pluto’s largest moon, Charon – and these pictures
show a surprisingly complex and violent history. http://www.nasa.gov/feature/pluto-s-bigmoon-charon-reveals-a-colorful-and-violent-history

♦

Share in the discoveries of the Mars rover Curiosity.
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/msl/index.html

♦

New Horizons spacecraft: 1.6 billion kilometers to 2014 MU69. The spacecraft is on its
way to the Kuiper Belt Object designated by 2014 MU69. It will begin making observations of
the object in October 2018 and do the flyby on 1 January 2019, which will be the record for
the most distant exploration of a celestial body ever. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/
astronomy-news/new-horizons-a-billion-miles-to-2014-mu69-10012015/
Mystery solved: water DOES flow on Mars. The residue of hydrated salts is strong evidence that there was liquid water there very recently. http://news.discovery.com/space/
mystery-solved-water-does-flow-on-mars-150928.htm
The top 10 places to find alien life. http://news.discovery.com/space/alien-life-exoplanets/
top-10-places-to-find-alien-life-130130.htm

♦

♦

Our Galaxy
♦

Milky Way’s black hole shows signs of increased chatter. A long monitoring campaign
of the Milky Way'
s super massive black hole has revealed some unusual activity. Typically
relatively quiet, the black hole (called Sagittarius A*) had an increase in X-ray flares in mid2014. http://www.astronomy.com/news/2015/09/milky-ways-black-hole-shows-signs-ofincreased-chatter

Extragalactic astronomy
♦

See a lot of images of galaxies made by the Hubble Space Telescope, with accompanying articles. http://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/hubble-sees-a-spiral-galaxy-sbrights-and-darks

Applications of Earth-orbiting artificial satellites
♦

How satellites help to keep ships safe at sea. See a video clip.
http://www.esa.int/spaceinvideos/Videos/2015/09/ESA_Euronews_Maritime_security

Spin-offs from space research
♦

Safer cars. Designed to test how computers on spacecraft react to cosmic radiation, the
Xception software used by ESA proved to be the right tool to check the tiny computer conh ttp ://ww w. es a.in t/Ou r_ Acti vit i es/
trol l in g
a c ar
d a sh b oa rd
d isp l ay.
Space_Engineering_Technology/TTP2/Space_for_safer_cars
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Images and video clips
The real Reality Show: How did life start on Earth? See a video clip in which this question is discussed. http://www.astronomy.com/videos/the-real-reality-show/2015/09/how-didlife-start-on-earth
Gravitational waves. See a computer simulation of the gravitational waves that would ripple away from the titanic collision of two black holes. http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/
Images/2015/09/If_our_eyes_could_see_gravitational_waves
Zoomable image made by the HST. Veil Nebula supernova remnant. The image also
makes a nice screen saver for your computer screen. http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/
archive/releases/2015/29/
NASA News Conference: Evidence of liquid water on today’s Mars. See a video clip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDv4FRHI3J8
Topographical map of asteroid Ceres, made by spacecraft Dawn. Yes, believe it or not!
The fact that a map of an asteroid has been made, shows you much how humanity’s exploration of the solar system has advanced. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomynews/false-color-maps-of-ceres-3009201523/

Below: A composite of photographs of the partial solar eclipse on 13 September
2015 that was visible from Pretoria. The photographs were taken and composed by
Johan Moolman. See more of his photographs of the eclipse on the next two pages.
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Below: Another photograph by Johan Moolman.

Meteor showers
Meteoroids, meteors, meteorites…….What’s the difference? Everything you always
wanted to know about them.
http://www.bashewa.com/about-meteor-showers.php
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Below: Yet another photograph by Johan Moolman.
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Basics: Twilight - by Pierre Lourens
Twilight is the time period between day and night. Amateur star gazers often set up
their telescopes before sundown, then wait for the Sun to set and then for the sky
to darken during twilight. It is worthwhile for them to know a little more about twilight. It will increase their enjoyment of the sky. A complete discussion of the different twilight zones, as defined in the 2015 issue of Sky Guide Africa South, is to be
found at:
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/twilight-zone081920151908/
Below: A photograph of the partial solar eclipse on 13 September 2015 that was
visible from Pretoria. The photograph was taken by Percy Jacobs. See more on the
next page.
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More images of the
solar eclipse on 13
September 2015, taken
by Percy Jacobs.

Also see an image and a video clip of the solar eclipse, taken from
ESA's Proba 2 Earth-orbiting artificial satellite.
http://spaceref.com/sun/esas-proba-2-satellite-sees-three-partial-solareclipses.html
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newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

